IT's NOW...
GATWICK
LEGAL

Complies with EU air quality laws.

...OR NEVER
HEATHROW
ILLEGAL

Breaches EU air quality laws.

Affordable

UNAffordable

£18.3bn cost plus at least £5bn from taxpayers.

£7.8bn cost all privately funded

BACKWARD LOOKING

FORWARD LOOKING

Monopoly with less choice and higher fares.

Competition with more choice and lower fares.

IMPOSSIBLE

POSSIBLE

Expansion that has failed time and again.

A new solution that can actually be delivered.

BRITAIN LOSES

BRITAIN WINS
Get the facts about the runway debate at
gatwickobviously.com and @LGWobviously

The UK needs a new runway - Only Gatwick can deliver.

The choice
before the
UK on airport
expansion
It’s NOW...
...or NEVER
The simple facts show that Gatwick’s
plan is the best and only deliverable
solution to the question over where
the UK’s next runway should be built.
Gatwick delivers an identical number
of passengers, a similar number of
long haul routes, and the economic
boost the UK needs as Heathrow –
but, at Gatwick, all of this comes at
a dramatically lower environmental
impact, at less than half the cost, and
with no public subsidy.

Air Quality:
Heathrow
expansion
is illegal
The area around Heathrow already breaches crucial EU
air quality legal limits - a showstopper time and again
for Heathrow expansion in the past. A third runway
at Heathrow - with the millions of extra car and lorry
journeys expansion will bring – can only make things
worse. In comparison Gatwick has never exceeded legal
air quality limits and has guaranteed it never will.

Of the almost 700,000 people that will be affected
by Heathrow noise, more than 320,000 people would
be ‘newly affected’. At Gatwick, on the same basis,
the figure is 18,000 of a total of 36,000. Many things
can change in the aviation debate but the location of
Heathrow never will – it will continue to affect a threequarters-of-a million Londoners.

Public Subsidy:
Gatwick is not
asking for a
penny from
the taxpayer
Gatwick won’t require public funding.
On the other hand, Heathrow won’t
commit to the £5 billion of road and
rail improvements needed to cope
with the increased demand resulting
from expansion - that’s a huge bill
Heathrow has said it expects the
taxpayer to pick up.

Cost: Gatwick
is half the cost
of Heathrow
gatwickobviously.com // @LGWobviously

NOISE: Gatwick
would affect
less than 5% of
those affected
by Heathrow

A third runway at Heathrow would cost £18.6 billion to
build – which does not include the more than £5 billion in
road and rail improvements that are needed – and would
bring considerable engineering challenges and risks.
Gatwick’s straightforward scheme for a second runway
would cost just £7.8 billion – less than half the cost.

Economic benefits:
Gatwick expansion
provides a similar
boost to the UK
The Airports Commission’s own economic appraisal using accepted Government methodology - shows Gatwick
expansion provides a similar boost to the UK economy
compared to Heathrow.

Competition:
Gatwick provides
more choice and
lower fares
The break-up of BAA and the introduction of competition
in the airports market with the sale of Gatwick in 2009
has already resulted in greater investment, lower fares,
and more choice for passengers. Expansion at Gatwick
delivers even more competition which will mean these
benefits will extend even further for passengers.

The final word…
Connectivity:
Gatwick provides
the same numbers
of passengers
and routes
The Airports Commission’s analysis shows that expansion
at Gatwick would deliver to the UK the same connectivity
as Heathrow. Expansion at Gatwick delivers the same number
of passengers – both business and leisure passengers –
and the same number of long haul routes as Heathrow.

For the first time and after decades of delays there is now
a deliverable alternative to the UK’s air capacity question.

Choose
Gatwick now
and the UK
will actually
benefit from
airport
expansion

